**To the editor,** I read with interest the recent thread in the *Journal of the Medical Library Association* concerning the inclusion (or otherwise) of redundant terms in published search strategies \[[@R1], [@R2]\]. It seems that both correspondents agree on the value of "showing your work" in the development of search strategies but have differing views on the role of those intermediate solutions in the final published strategy. What is needed here is some mechanism to differentiate between the semantics of the final strategy and variations or alternative solutions that may be of interest to others wishing to learn from their work or otherwise extend it.

In my experience, this kind of requirement is, in general, poorly served by traditional databases and query formalisms. Moreover, I have long argued that the "Boolean string" as currently constituted has significant shortcomings regarding transparency, scalability, and robustness \[[@R3]\], and this contributes to many of the errors identified in the original article \[[@R4]\]. However, I believe we can learn much from solutions developed by related professions, in particular the computer science community who also need to create and manage complex logical artifacts in a transparent and reproducible manner. In software development, for example, this problem is solved through adopting formalisms that support comments and other annotations, so that additional variations can be included in the published version but play no part in the formal semantics.

In my own work, we are exploring ways to make structured searching more robust and reproducible and have developed formalisms that support this approach. You can see a simple example on [using the 2Dsearch web application](https://app.2dsearch.com/new-query/5ceff2e135037c00040bef7d). This shows the Boolean string in question modeled as objects on a two-dimensional canvas. When represented in this form, a variety of novel transformations become possible, including the ability to "enable" and "disable" components on demand \[[@R3]\]. In this example, we see our original five terms, but the first four have been "disabled" (as indicated by the translucent rendering). As such they remain present and available for editing but play no part in the semantics of the executed query (which can be verified by opening the results pane). This approach can be applied to any search strategy or component, and the facility for naming individual search blocks further facilitates reusability and extension. It is my hope that solutions such as this, along with support for the sharing of strategies as executable objects in communal repositories, will eventually be adopted by the broader community and, thus, contribute to transparency and reproducibility in the evidence synthesis process.
